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1 .USE OF ENGLISH: present tense simple and continuous, time phrases; the
adjective
2. WRITING: paragraphs describing people
3.READING: reading for specific information
4. VOCABULARY: daily activities; describing people

24.10.2015

1. USE OF ENGLISH: present tense simple and continuous(review); past tense
simple (regular verbs); time phrases
2. LISTENING: listening for specific information; matching; true/false
3.WRITING: guided composition-writing an email to an e-pal describing people
4. VOCABULARY: daily routines; describing people
5. SPEAKING:
1 USE OF ENGLISH: past tense simple (irregular verbs); time phrases
2. SPEAKING: describing pets; giving arguments for and against having a pet
3.READING: reading for specific information; deducing meaning from context
4. WRITING: an article giving the good points about having a cat for a pet
5. VOCABULARY: related to animals and pets
1.USE OF ENGLISH: past tense simple (regular and irregular verbs); idioms; time
phrases
2. READING: reading for gist; reading for specific information
3. SPEAKING: narrating past events
4. VOCABULARY: free-time activities; health
1. USE OF ENGLISH: past tense simple and continuous; time phrases; idioms
2. READING: matching, yes/no questions, reading for gist
3. WRITING: guided composition-writing an email to an e-pal narrating past
events
4. Vocabulary: idioms, shopping, celebrations
5.LISTENING: matching text and pictures; true/false exercises
1. USE OF ENGLISH: comparisons( regular and irregular comparison of
adjectives); idioms
2 READING: reading for gist/ specific information
3. LISTENING: listening for gist; listening for specific information; matching
4. SPEAKING: holiday activities, expressing likes and dislikes
5. WRITING: a postcard to a friend from a holiday resort
1. USE OF ENGLISH: comparison( consolidation)
2. LISTENING: listening for specific information, listening for gist;
3. SPEAKING: holiday activities, giving advice
4. WRITING: a letter to a friend givind advice on travel preparations
1. USE OF ENGLISH: Future tense simple and continuous
2. READING : reading for detailed understanding; logical ordering of paragraphs
3.WRITING: guided composition-an article about what life would be like in 50
years’ time
2. LISTENING: listening for specific information, listening for gist;
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1. USE OF ENGLISH: Future tense simple and continuous ;be going to-future
2 READING : scanning; reading for detailed comprehension
3.WRITING: letter to a friend about holiday plans
TEST: READING; USE OF ENGLISH; WRITING
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